Improvement of Preventive Maintenance Process Effectiveness in Insourcing and Outsourcing Scheme with House of Risk (HOR) Method Approach (A Case Study)
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Abstract—Outsourcing has become the alternative scheme to gain improvement in several fields within a short time to many enterprises. One power generation in North Java implemented PM as planned maintenance strategy to maintain equipment by conducting insourcing and outsourcing scheme as PM execution. Both conditions must follow the same business process flow in PM execution process and there will occur some obstacles that interrupted PM process. The existing problem will be analyzed with House of Risk (HOR) method approach, supported by Integrated Manufacturing Open Systems Architecture (CIMOSA) process-based function modeling for identification method and Supply Chain Risk Identification System (SCRIS) risk structure identification used for mapping problem, root cause, and its relation. Analysis with HOR results in root causes that occurred within PM implementation process for both of them commonly has the same problem that is process business acknowledgment, but in outsourcing scheme not exist root cause on culture compliance and work task requirement, because they have a descriptive target to obtain service level agreement fulfillment. On both scheme still need an improving method to monitor and evaluate the PM work for better performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Physical assets management in coal-fired power plants, could not inseparable from people within it and the knowledge owned by the company. In UK, assets management in the company to invest in maintenance costs around of 12-23% of total operating cost [1].

Planned maintenance strategies for asset management is Preventive Maintenance (PM), which is a maintenance method to prevent damage by performing maintenance actions after studying equipment failure [2]. PM placed in Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) with contributions to prevent equipment performance from continuous declining [3]. In one Coal-fired steam power plant company in north Java, Indonesia already used Computerized Management System (CMMS) as a tool for maintenance management including in PM [4]. In this company, PM has very simple tasks, repetitive work with specified time intervals and predetermined durations, but will support the whole production process [5][6] and PM maintenance expected as front lines on maintenance that maintain equipment conditions can operate according to established performance and measured with indicators measurement [7][8], and [9]. One of the performance indicators for PM taken from World Class Maintenance (WCM) standard is a comparison between PM interval and MTBF which it value is 6:1 [10]. PM effect cannot be seen directly on the equipment performance at the time after work but in long-time period of equipment operation, thus the problem of soft skill becomes the main issue in PM implementation process [5][9], and [11]. PM for the main equipment performed by insourcing and for the supporting equipment performed by outsourcing. Outsourcing scheme allows management to acquire resources that can be immediately used in chain activities with excellent skills and competencies to enhance contribution company sustainable competitive advantage especially for good operation and the right PM [12][13]. Increasing the quality of services can increase revenue for contractor and decrease the total production cost [7][14]. Soft skill is the ability of the individual in improving the interaction and performance of work and is interpersonal and widely applicable, while the hard skills of individual ability to complete a specific job with specific ability demands while the hard skill is more towards the management to work task requirement, because they have a descriptive target to obtain service level agreement fulfillment. On both scheme still need an improving method to monitor and evaluate the PM work for better performance.

Table 1. ARP and Amount of Selected Root Cause

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>ARP</th>
<th>Root Cause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Insourcing</td>
<td>571.24</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Outsourcing</td>
<td>344.42</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study will make a comparison on proactive strategy between PM in compressor system, which used insourcing, and conveyor system, which used outsourcing. Previous research shows that soft skill was the dominant factor that influences on PM effectiveness. In order to make a same analysis on root causes that influence in the process, research data gathering will
follow same problem and root cause that already defined [9]. Hypothesis from earlier data was with outsourcing the problem and root cause in insourcing not exist on PM implementation process, furthermore, if there is finding new root cause, the proactive strategy will be defined in order to improve outsourcing PM process effectively.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Preventive Maintenance

PM is a series of maintenance work performed at frequencies determined by the passage of time (time interval), production quantity, cycle, machines operating hours, mileage, with advantages to extend the life of the asset and act as detection critical wear and failure intending. Preventive and predictive maintenance with all of its requirements becomes an effective action that contributes to reducing equipment failure at an early phase of operation until the end of its life [22][23].

B. Outsourcing

Outsourcing practices have varied considerably ranging from externalizing support activities to some core processes, from activities that are primarily service-based to productive processes, as in the case of modular production and many studies take the idea that the adoption of outsourcing strategies can be associated with increasing pressure on management to gain greater efficiency, effectiveness and productivity through strategies such as restructuring, streamlining, and reengineering activities [12][13]. General conditions of maintenance outsourcing regarding data collection issues are not handled properly in most outsourcing maintenance, another side effective maintenance management requires proper data management, data collection and analysis for decision making and thus requires the right framework, thus when maintenance is outsourced will not cause new problems and challenge [13].

C. House of Risk (HOR), CIMOSA and SCRIS.

House of Risk (HOR) method is a proactive risk management method that focuses on preventive mitigation, in which the risk agent identified as the cause of the risk event can be managed with effective productive steps. It aims to reduce the possibility of risk agents so that risk events do not appear or decrease [24]. HOR method approach divided into two phases: HOR1 outputs was calculation of Aggregate Risk Potential (ARP) which its formula was sum product of severity (S), occurrence (O) and correlation value between problem and root causes (R) and HOR-2 calculation resulted in providing an effective level of the solution strategy that has considered difficulty level of implementation. CIMOSA expresses the inherent role task in a company process with describing as a sequence of activities that require input to obtain results and require resources for actions to be undertaken [25][26][27], and [28]. SCRIS will be used as an arrangement of problem and root causes base on hierarchical structure, which represents time, location and risk owners and causal structure, representing the source and the impact [29].

III. METHODOLOGY

This research was divided into 4 stages, which are gathering data Severity (S) and Occurrence (O) from observation with root cause already defined [9] then analysis phase with HOR-1 and HOR-2 and select appropriate proactive strategy solution. Data gathering in this research by exploring CMMS data, manual document collecting, site direct observation, interview, and Forum Group Discussion (FGD).

IV. RESULT

The data of equipment maintenance history was took from CMMS then analyzed the comparison of PM interval and the MTBF. The value of comparison for insourcing in compressor system is 5.4:1 and for outsourcing in conveyor system is 13:1. The calculation used data from the whole system at the compressor and conveyor to maintain the objectivity of calculation.

Severity level observed directly at each case with the consideration that business process flow in outsourcing and insourcing has the same step and same responsibilities on each stage thus the impact of the problem that occurs will be same, the difference was only in a department that executes PM.

Occurrence observation did 5 times at each root cause in each case and take the result from the amount of recording. Occurrence value was obtained from the questionnaire, direct observation and interview with 42 people in maintenance planner, engineering, maintenance and outsourcing for coal handling facility department. The observation to measure occurrence did in different office and site area, with random person and location especially in site area did at the area of insourcing and outsourcing.
HOR-1 resulted in ARP value that calculates from sum product of severity, occurrence and correlation value between the problem and the root causes. The correlation value used from previous research that already conducted in the same power generation site. All calculation was performed in HOR-1 table and continued with ARP Pareto analysis to obtain ARP ranking in purpose to get selected root cause for proactive strategy development. Proactive solution strategy was obtained from root cause that covers 80% of total cumulative ARP Pareto for both sourcing scheme with s suggestion that this amount of root cause will be disturbing on almost all PM implementation process. The Pareto selected ARP value from both is displayed in Table 1. The selected root cause from cumulative ARP in both is displayed in Table 2 with the value of calculating ARP.

HOR-2 analysis required a value on the relationship between proactive strategy and its strength to solve selected root causes, which correlation value between root cause and proactive strategy same as in HOR-1. It value determination involved 11 expert people in asset management in Forum Group Discussion (FGD) to obtain objective value. HOR-2 calculation refers to Eq.2 and Eq.3 resulted in providing an effective level of the solution strategy that had considering difficulty level of performing an action.

At the end of the HOR process, proactive solution strategy was and proactive strategy solution that already calculated effectiveness to solve the problem and difficulty on performing an action is displayed in Table 3.

It can be seen that effectiveness to difficulty ratio for the outsourcing was lower than insourcing since the difficulty of performing action value was same between both programs, it means the program that conducted in insourcing will not give same effectiveness in outsourcing scheme.

V. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATION

CMMS data analysis shows that PM with outsourcing gives higher compliance to WCM standard [10]. After root causes identification from ARP, the employee in both scheme look didn’t have enough perspective on the philosophy of PM which as a part of TPM [3][5], and [6], [6]. In the outsourcing scheme there was minor appearance of soft skill issue in the highest ARP root cause [15][16][17][18][19][20], and [21], and there is no issue about task instruction and description for PM work, work experience of personnel in outsourcing [1][2][3][5][6], and [7]. This has become an indication that in outsourcing scheme most of the personnel understanding the performance indicator to keep customer satisfaction on the highest level [11]. Coaching and mentoring for the personnel of outsourcing look like smoothly conducted.

Management role needs to concern in site observation and interaction supported with suitable data management for better monitoring and evaluation in both schemes but management need more accurate data to calculate the performance of outsourcing maintenance [4][28], and [29]. The implication is the company must prepare the update of key performance indicator, intensive coaching and mentoring for insourcing PM and prepare budgeting for the training of business process governance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the outsourcing scheme, they have higher consistency in performing the soft skill on PM implementation [5][8], and [9]. The proactive strategy for the insourcing and outsourcing was at the same method [8], but in outsourcing need less effort to improve PM effectiveness because basically they already performed requirement in obtaining process performance indicator [3][5][6][9], and [12]. Optimization of the transformation agent is expected to create awareness in both scheme [17][18], and [19] but the agent does not need to involve in internalization of corporate culture on the outsourcing department, only give some induction in purposes it must be aligned with. Walk around need to be conducted in both scheme but in outsourcing the aim is directed to maintain the engagement [7][20], and [21]. An application system with better data management needed for both scheme but in the outsourcing need more to get best performance in PM implementation [3][4][6][9], and [13]. The problem of soft skills still dominates problem root causes in PM works for insourcing and outsourcing scheme and this can be solved with concern in conducting corporate culture, support with respectively management role and providing appropriate monitoring and evaluation system.
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